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The Leadership Scholars Certificate Program is a two-year selective, interdisciplinary certificate 
program that prepares Rutgers undergraduate women to be informed, innovative, and socially 
responsible leaders. 

Leadership Scholars design and implement social action projects to expand their understanding of 
issues and problems and to develop leadership skills. 

This project gives Scholars the opportunity to apply the theoretical knowledge they have gained 
about leadership, advocacy, and social change with the practical and experiential knowledge they 
have developed about a particular policy issue or problem through the field site placement. It also 
further develops leadership skills by giving undergraduates the opportunity to practice leadership 
through action.

To find out more please visit the Institute for Women’s Leadership’s website at 
http://iwl.rutgers.edu.

http://iwl.rutgers.edu


"You are neither here nor there, but everywhere. You carry your 
cultura in your veins and academia in your heart. You have not 
forgotten where you come from, but you have learned and earned 
and maybe even forced your way into spaces not meant for you. 
You are poderosa like that. You defy the expectations of 
respectability and you do not seem to care -- do you, Brown girl"
 
- For Brown Girls with Sharp Edges and Tender Hearts, Prisca Dorcas Mojica Rodríguez
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Femicide in 
Mexico
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Undergraduate annual 
exhibition: Recycle, 
Regenerate, Renew
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TIMELINE



 Feminism as we know it today is the strive for equality of the sexes. 
Through looking introspectively to feminism’s ecotones, Neimanis is 

proposing hydrofeminism, becoming a body of water. Why is this 
important? Water flows, connects us, is essential, and all around us. 

These properties, the flowing, challenges set “concrete” domains. We 
can go beyond human bodies, human sexual differences, and flow fully. 
We can look prospectively with hydrofeminism because although there 
are risks/dangers, we are still going to challenge and bush boundaries.

Bezan, Sarah, and Astrida Neimanis. “Hydrofeminism on the Coastline: An Interview with Astrida Neimanis.” 
Anthropocenes – Human, Inhuman, Posthuman, vol. 3, no. 1, 2022, https://doi.org/10.16997/ahip.1363. 

Hydrofeminism
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Feminist Arts Leadership at 
Mason Gross School of the 
Arts Throughout the Years
MGSA BIPOC Student Organization (BIPOC@MGSA) 
Muslim Feminist for the Art (MFA)
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Celebrate the legacy of feminist leadership at Mason Gross School of the 
Arts by honoring the valuable contributions made by BIPOC women in 

the arts. This event aims to encourage meaningful conversations about 
community, activism, and responsibility, while motivating personal and 
intellectual development among students. Through panel discussions 

and networking opportunities, we will delve into the history, current state, 
and future of feminist leadership at MGSA and Rutgers New Brunswick. 
Additionally, we seek to foster inclusive environments for BIPOC artists 
and spark insightful discussions about the significance of community 

building and activism.

GOAL STATEMENT *  —



TIMELINE

10/05/2023

Advising Meeting with 
Sasha Taner

Zahra Meeting #1 Finalized program date w/ 
Zahra and Salma

Reserved and booked James 
Florio Atrium + CSB room 110

10/12/203 11/08/203 11/10/203

11/13/203

Finalized Google Form to 
input questions

1. Finalized 
promotional 
material (Flyer + 
GetINVOLVED)

1.
2. 2. Finalized Formal 

Co-Sponsorship 
Document

3. 3. Finalized General 
Program Proposal

1.
2.
3.
4. Posted RSVP on 

GetInvolved + 
created evaluation 
questionnaire

11/14/203 11/14/203 11/14/203



TIMELINE

11/15/2023

Sent out  Co-Sponsorship 
email (Response deadline Mon 

Nov 20)

Meet with Salma to discuss 
details and panel questions

Art & Design: Events and 
Opportunities E-BLAST

Ordered Catering

11/20/203 11/21/203 11/24/203

11/26/2023

BIPOC@MGSA E-BLAST Personal Invitations

11/27/2023 11/27/203

Event + Panel!







CLAW
LASO
Latin American Womyn's 
Organization, LAWO
MASA
LLEGO
Mason Gross Student 
Governing Association
LSC Executive Board
ultraviolet.sje.
Rainbow Symphony
 Rutgerscreativex
RFSdReamteam
RU Indigenous
rumuslimcouncil
ru.msa

Rutgers NAACP 
Rutgers United Black 
Council
ruweshorg
rutgerswomeniniti
Black Student Union 
Rutgers 
hercampusrutgers
Lambda Pi Chi at Rutgers
Internal Comms Queer 
Caucus
RUTGERS UNIÓN 
ESTUDIANTIL 
PUERTORRIQUEÑA
SED 
rulatinoalumni

rutgersamsaw
acc
rutgersartdesign
RAHSA 
rutgers.amuse
rutgersasc
Alpfa New Brunswick
rutgersblueprint
rutgerscaso
RUcrafttocure
Douglassgoverningcouncil
Douglass Black Students' 
Congress 
femlibrutgers
fusion.rutgers

Co-Sponsorship Requests



● Mason Gross Student Government Association
● CreativeX
● The Latinx Alumni Association of Rutgers 

University
● Women Empowerment through Self Love 

and Help
● Rainbow Symphony

Co-Sponsors



IMPACT

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ppKaj7R9u943aVqjEI65fSFbmJOrdYTP/preview


Empowering Latina Designers
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Provide a space for discovery, representation, networking, and 
professional development opportunities. Whether you’re an emerging 

designer or an established professional, our platform is designed to cater 
to your needs.

We are committed to fostering a supportive and inclusive environment for 
all women designers who identify as Latina/Latine. Our community is 

diverse, with designers of different ages, educational backgrounds, and 
skill sets. Through community building, we aim to empower and uplift 

each other in our creative journeys.

LatinaDesignersHubBlog

GOAL STATEMENT *  —

https://latinadesigners3.wordpress.com/2023/10/02/welcome-to-the-latina-designers-hub/


Latina Designers Hub Blog





“It is important to emphasize that as a first-generation 
student, the path to a career in art can be filled with 
challenges and discouragement. The pressure to 
pursue more traditional and stable professions is 
often prevalent in our communities. Personally 
speaking, it has left me feeling isolated and longing 
for spaces where I can connect with others who share 
the same aspirations and career path. LA TINA, with 
its celebration of Latina designers, provides me with a 
sense of belonging and community. It serves as a 
beacon of inspiration, reminding me that I am not 
alone in my journey and that there are others who 
understand and have the same dreams.”

Resource Podcast 
Episode 1



Design Thesis 2024
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first-gen
support
shared experience
representation

mexican folk art
culture
tradition
language

border arte
Anzaldua
documentation

feminism
broader social issue of...

research
oral history
lineage
connection
history
archive







How are the many ways fathers 
sacrifice for their families?



Mi jefe, quemado, sudoroso y 
cansado por el sol.

¿Qué puedo ser para mi jefe?
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